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1. Work your garland rope to 1/2” less than the �nished total 
length you need it to be for your project.

2. To make the bauble, pick up two size 8 stem core beads 
and three size 11 �ower petal beads (Fig 1). Pass back UP 
through just the two size 8 stem core beads (Fig 2) and 
pull snug.

3. Pick up one �ower petal size 11, one �ower center size 11, 
and one more �ower petal size 11. Pass back UP through 
just the 2 size 8 core beads again (Fig 3).

4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 three more times, for a total of 8 stacks 
of 3 beads around the 2 size 8 stem core beads (Fig 4).

5. Begin a daisy on top of the stacks by picking up four �ower 
petal size 11 beads and one �ower center size 11 bead, pass 
back through the �rst of the �ower petal beads (Fig 5).

6. Finish the daisy by picking up three more �ower petal size 
11 beads and passing through the fourth �ower petal size 
11 bead from step 5 (Fig 6). Secure the daisy by passing 
back DOWN the stack of beads under the the fourth �ower 
petal size 11 bead you just passed through.

7. Pass back UP through the stack to either side of the stack 
you just went down, then back DOWN through the center 
of the size 8 core beads. Tie a secure knot and weave the 
end well into the beadwork.

8. Thread a needle onto the tail you left at the beginning of 
your rope. Pick up approximately 20 size 11 stem core color 
beads, pass back through the �rst bead and check the �t 
around the bauble end. Add or remove size 11 stem core 
beads if needed. Pass through all of the loop beads two or 
three times to reinforce (Fig 7). Pass back down into the 
stem core of the rope and tie a secure knot. Weave the end 
well into the beadwork.

Figure 1
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Materials:  
Size 8º beads - stem core (2 beads)
Size 11º beads - stem core (approx 20 beads)
Size 11º beads - �ower petals (27 beads)
Size 11º beads - �ower centers (5 beads)

Colors used in sample:
Size 8º stem core beads: Bronze
Size 11º stem core beads: Clear Brown
Size 11º �ower petal beads: Hot Pink Pearl
Size 11º �ower center beads: Metallic Gold
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Figure 6

bauble ‘n’ loop
An easy clasp that blends almost seamlessly 
                  into the Garland Rope
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